CONDITIONS FOR RENTING BICYCLES AT BINKBIKES

1 Definitions
These conditions have been drawn up for the rental of one or more bicycles and / or accessories from
BINKBIKES (lessor) to private individuals or commercial companies (lessee).
2 General
The lessor may at all times refuse a rental of a bicycle and / or accessory.
The lessee receives the bicycle and / or accessory in good condition.
The lessee is responsible for returning the bicycle and / or accessory to the same condition.
The lessee is liable for damage to the bicycle and / or accessory.
The repair costs and parts, as a result of damage caused by the lessee, are paid by the l essee .
The lessee is responsible for the bicycle and / or accessories until the moment of return.
3 Deposit
As a condition for rental we ask:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

name, address and place of residence
a valid ID or
deposit (€ 50.00 city bike / € 200.00 e-bike)
telephone number and checking the telephone number
e-mail address

A 2% surcharge applies for payments with credit card.
Personal data is processed by BINKBIKES in accordance with Dutch law on privacy protection.
4 Rental period
The lessee is responsible for the bicycle and / or accessories during the agreed rental period.
The lessee must return the bicycle and / or accessories before the agreed time of return.
5 Rental fee
The rental fee of a city bike is € 15.00 / 24h. Helmet, bags and child seat € 10.00 / 24h. Different rates
apply for other bicycles (see website). An extra day is charged for a bicycle and / or accessory that is
returned after the agreed rental period. Early returns are not reimbursed.
6 Liability
The lessor is not liable for damage or injury as a result of a defect in a bicycle and / or accessory.
The lessee is fully responsible for all possible damage suffered during the rental period to third parties
or themselves. If damage is discovered during the transfer / acceptance of the rented bicycle (s), it
must be reported immediately to the lessor.
7 Use of bicycle (s) and accessories
The bicycle and / or accessory may only be used by the renter in a normal and appropriate way. The
bicycles are not allowed on the beach. Going off and off the pavement is not permitted
The lessee is obliged to take all necessary steps and precautions to prevent the bicycle and / or
accessory from being damaged or stolen.
The bicycle (s) may only be used by one person, with the exception of a bicycle equipped with a child
seat.
8 Locking the bikes
Every BINKBIKES rental bike is equipped with an ART ** lock and an extra plug-in chain. The extra
safety lock must always be used. Put the key in the lock. Carefully turn the key anti-clockwise. Attach
the extra chain lock to another bike and/or pole, fence etc. Insert the end of the safety lock into the
hole. Then also close the ring lock until you hear a click. Remove the key.
It is clear to the lessee how the ring lock and the additional safety lock should be used. It is mandatory
to secure the bicycle (s) to each other and the extra lock to wind a pole or fence.

9 Parking the bicycles
The lessee must park the bicycle in the Biesieklette. This free bicycle parking is
monitored.
The bicycle must also be locked in the Biesiekette.
The bicycles must be parked at night. If it is not possible to park the bike (s) in
your hotel or apartment, the renter can park the bike for free in the BINKBIKES
store. Please note our opening times.
If you cannot park your bike(s) in the Biesieklette during the day during your bike
ride, secure the bikes together with the extra lock and wind the extra lock around
a pole or fence.
10 Damage, loss and theft
BINKBIKES bicycle (s) are not insured.
BINKBIKES is not liable for personal damage or injury.
When the bicycle (s) are returned to the lessor, the bicycle (s) and / or accessories are checked for
damage. In the event of damage to the rented bicycle and / or accessories caused by the lessee, the
damage will be charged to the lessee. The lessee's deposit is initially used for this.

11 Removal of bicycles by the Municipality of The Hague
Bicycles parked outside parking facilities, racks or marked boxes are removed by the municipality of
The Hague.
If the bicycle is no longer in the place
where it was left behind, the renter must
first call the Haaglanden Bicycle depot
+31 (0) 70-7528800. If the bike is there,
the renter can collect the bike for a fee.
The costs for replacing the 2 locks are
borne by the lessee.
Lost keys / chain locks are not insured
and will be charged at € 35.00. If the
lesseehas lost the key, the lessee must
collect the spare key from BINKBIKES
himself.

12 Selection of routes
The selection of routes where the rented bicycle (s) is used is entirely the decision, judgment and
responsibility of the lessee and is at the lessee's own risk.
13 Liability insurance
The lessee acknowledges that he/she is sufficiently privately insured against legal liability to cover the
costs of any damage suffered by the lessee or third parties.
14 Minors
Minors aged 16-18 state that they have the explicit consent and consent of their parent/legal guardian.
Parents must make their consent known via a signature for lessee younger than 16 years of age.

